
ISOM COMPLIANCE TESTING
One person’s journey 
down the rabbit hole
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This is a stylized representation of my memory of the consultation process for ISOM17.
There was a lot of attention to the design of symbols.
There was very little attention given to the spaces between the symbols, the white paper 
on the map.
Since that time it has become apparent that the white space is much more important than 
we realized.
The shift away from offset printing and the development of digital testing of maps seems to 
me to be the most radical change arising from ISOM17.
This presentation is all about my journey into the white space.
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Edge to edge 
minimum gaps

• 0.05 Broken ground, rocky ground dots 
(specified centre to centre as .15)

• 0.15 Point features in general
• 0.2 Passage between two cliffs
• 0.25 Between impassable cliffs
• 0.3 Passages through buildings
• 0.4 Impassable line feature gaps
“Listing all symbol combinations is not 
practical, but the following strong 
recommendations should be combined 
with common sense.”

Here is my understanding of ISOM17 with regard to white space. GAPS.
I can find six different edge to edge gap requirements in the specification.

This does not include all minimum gaps such as related to shapes, or between ends of
impassable features.

The specification acknowledges that there are many combinations associated with these 
gaps, but could not list them in the specification.

Frustrating because if I want to map according to the specification I need to apply the 
correct gap.

The task is to find the happy medium between the “strong recommendation” and 
“common-sense”. 
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Screen overlay table

I like this screen overlay table in the spec. Its clear and unambiguous. 

After some prodding from Alex Tarr, I naively decided I would try and create such a table for 
minimum gaps.
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This is where I ended up.

Its not finished. I probably never will finish it.

To this point I had identified 200 plus cells after grouping objects with similar behavior.

I had not got to minimum areas, minimum widths, minimum radiuses, maximum gaps, 
screen overlaps. A rough guestimate was that I was heading to over a 1000 non-empty 
cells.

Coming from a cognitive psychology and research background, where I learnt to be 
doubtful of human perceptual processing, I had to acknowledge two points-
• I (and most people) are poor at detecting errors in their own work. (This is why the 

profession of copy editor exists)
• A test table with this many cells is beyond the cognitive capacity of the normal human 

brain to internalize.

The obvious choice was objective testing using a software tool.
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First stop was OCAD 18/19.

This is the tool OCAD provides.
Choices:
• All objects or selected objects\
• Entire map or current screen (I think this came from my suggestion to Terje Matheson)
• Minimum distance
• Limit to same colour groups?
• Minimum lengths 
• Minimum areas.

I found this offering frustrating. 
The following example will show why.
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This notional example has three symbol types
• Passable cliff
• Impassable cliff
• Rocky ground using individual dots

Using these three symbols I think I need to check six different gaps.
What I think are non-compliant gaps are shown in purple.
Yes, this means six different test runs in OCAD.
But that’s not all
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Notional test 
for 0.15 gaps 

between 
similar 

coloured
objects

False 
negatives

False 
positives

Correct 
detection

Here is a notional run of a 0.15 gap test.

The single .15 gap error is detected between the black dot and the impassable cliff.

There are also 6 false positives. This is a particularly high risk when you use individual dots 
rather than screens for broken and rocky ground.

To be complete, this test also has 4 false negatives.
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A test for a minimum gap of 0.4.
Lots of false positives.
You can overcome this by choosing your symbols in OCAD, but my view is that it shouldn’t 
be that hard
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Notional error type assessment for this example

Gap test True errors False positives False negatives

0.05 1 0 9

0.15 2 5 4

0.2 3 8 3

0.25 4 9 2

0.3 5 10 1

0.4 6 11 0

This is the expected outcome when running the tests for the six different minimum gaps.
To use the OCAD test you thus need to choose different combinations of symbols each 
time, and be able to manually detect and discount false positives.
It seems to me this is a task for software, not the human brain.

In reality, I think most users of the OCAD tool will concentrate on minimum length and 
area, and the .15 gap as a guide. This won’t be anywhere near perfect, but is better than 
not testing.
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CheckOMap Server

• Service provided by Jerker Boman
• Email submission with attached file and correct 

message header (beware google translate)
• Applies compliance rules to symbol codes in all 

possible combinations. Unsure if this means 7000 
tests.

• File size and file format limitations

Next stop was the CheckOMap server run by Jerker Boman in Sweden.
Kudos to Jerker as it seems he managed to complete the matrix that I gave up on. I am 
unsure how to read the Google translation of his web site, but it may be suggesting there 
are 7000 individual tests.

Works by email. The address can be found by googling CheckOMap and putting the correct 
email and mail header into your email. WARNING- Google translate stuffs up the email 
header. Take the email header from the Swedish language page.

There are file size and format limitations. OCAD18 is not supported. File size is meant to be 
below 8MB, but I will suggest later that this is too large. Use much smaller file sizes.
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CheckOMap produces 30 different error symbols
Generally only 8 are detected

• Gap point errors
• Point density errors
• Area shape errors
• Line shape errors
• Gap line errors
• Minimum length errors
• Minimum area errors
• Area overlap errors

CheckOmap produces 30 different error symbols.
I have only ever had 8 come back with objects assigned to them.
These are the eight.

As far as I can tell, the bolded errors are not testable in OCAD.
This means CheckOMap will produce many more errors than OCAD.

This list covers minimum width of areas, minimum radii of curves, minimum density of dot 
areas etc.
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CheckOMap produces 30 different error symbols
Generally only 8 are detected

• Gap point errors
• Point density errors
• Area shape errors
• Line shape errors
• Gap line errors
• Minimum length errors
• Minimum area errors
• Area overlap errors

It also explains why MC performs objective tests only on the two errors in the red circle
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CheckOMap
error report

And here is what an output can look like.

Yes, expect to be shocked.

Every object on this map indicates a strict compliance error.

Overlay this on the original map to make sense of the errors.
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Issues with CheckOMap

• Excessive error count
• Does not accept OCAD18 or OOM files
• Assumes OCAD standard symbol set or 

SOFT symbol set
• Limited input file size
• Becoming less reliable

I have some issues with CheckOMap as well.

Lets start with what I regard as an excessive error count.
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CheckOMap overcounting of errors

Close up of part of the previous example.

Clearly there are two line feature errors in the middle of the map. 
One is represented by a single line. The other by many circles. 
The many circles are clearly an outcome of a checking algorithm.
A raw object count by OCAD would give about 20 errors for the left line error. To me this is 
one error.
In the bottom left hand corner you can see more of the same. And top right.

I have analysed 35 or so maps and manually counted the actual errors.
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How seriously to take CheckOMap illegal overlap

Another error that I am less concerned about.

Dark green on light green, rather than cutting a hole and filling it.

Yes, in the days of offset and plate you needed to get this right.

Personally I am not all that concerned with digital generation of pdfs for print.

So I don’t include these in the real error count.
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This shows a distribution of the proportion of real errors to OCAD counted errors for 24 
maps.
IN some cases the real error count is 20 per cent of the actual error count. Sometimes it is 
over 80%. The latter high readings are exclusively gully-spur maps and many of the errors 
relate to dot points for rocky ground.

Message- don’t despair at your first error count.

Even after correcting error over-estimate, CheckOMap on average produces 3 to 4 times as 
many errors as a single OCAD check.
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Issues with CheckOMap

• Excessive error count
• Does not accept OCAD18 or OOM files
• Assumes OCAD standard symbol set or 

SOFT symbol set
• Limited input file size
• Becoming less reliable

Not accepting O18 or OOM files.
Assumes only two standard symbol sets, neither of which includes all allowable ISOM
symbol options.
Limited file size.
Email service becoming less reliable. The advertised 15 minutes can be a day or two.
And it isn’t available in the field while drafting
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OOM First 
steps

First signs of a gap test in OOM.
Halos around symbols.
Not sure how it will deal with the different symbol contexts and different gaps.
But it will be available in field for instant mapping feedback. I like that.
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What is your name?
What is your quest?
What is an appropriate level of ISOM17 compliance?

Now some personal reflections
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This resonates with my experience of first testing my mapping with CheckOMap.
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Stages of ISOM emotional reconciliation

• Idealism: I am going to make a fully compliant map!
• Denial and anger: That’s bullshit!!!!! Counting the errors after 

submitting “completed” map for testing.
• Bargaining: Can I game this testing tool?
• Depression: Serially amending and submitting map for 

reassessment
• Acceptance: Quite a few errors left, but map legibility doesn’t 

seem to be improving. Stop now. Law of diminishing returns.

I have survived my first attempt to map using these objective compliance tools.
The terrain was moderate complexity gold mining.

Idealism: I was going to produce a map which was totally compliant.. Cue laughter.

Despair: I waited until finishing my first map draft before running a test on CheckOMap. 
The result was truly a shock. [So will your first submission]. Thousands of errors. I needed 
some time of recovery before returning to the map.

Bargaining: Resumed by submitting a small chunk at a time and testing, redrafting, 
sometimes going back to the field, and resubmitting. Worked through the map a square 
kilometre at a time. In the most extreme case a single area went through ten testing 
iterations. Many drafting changes have unintended consequences. 

Reality: At some point you must conclude that the marginal benefit from further tweaking 
does not justify the effort. I tell myself that this is the most compliant mining map in 
Australia at the moment. I also tell myself the map can be improved. In the end it’s a 
balance between obsessive-compulsive drive and financial reality.
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• Its best to check as you go, preferably 
in the field in complex terrain

• Be realistic about compliance – “It is 
up to you to decide what can be 
ignored and what needs to be 
addressed.” Jerker Boman

• Using these tools will improve the 
output of all but the most 
experienced mappers. My 27th map is 
much better than my 26th.

• You will never look at another map 
again in the same way. Non-
compliance will jump off the page at 
you

Compliance checking is like the old saying about voting irregularities. Check early and check 
often. The more complex the terrain, the more imperative this will be. When you first start 
checking, your mapping will change in response. Better to do this early in the mapping 
process than at the end.

Do not be unrealistic about full compliance. Not even the MC tests for this. There is no 
expectation on you to meet this impossible standard. In the end compliance is an interim 
step to legibility. 

Objective testing will improve your mapping. 
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1005 errors                                     85 errors

Two versions of the map, before and after testing.
The differences might be subtle to most. Increased gaps, wider radii, some generalization, 
minimum widths exceeded.
I can still see errors that need fixing- many fixes create new problems.
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1005 errors                                               85 errors
Added 50% to drafting time

Two versions of the map, before and after testing.
The differences might be subtle to most. Increased gaps, wider radii, some generalization, 
minimum widths exceeded.
I can still see errors that need fixing- many fixes create new problems.
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Frustrations

Given what can be gained through 
objective compliance testing, its 
disappointing that the current tool 
kit is so limited.

Objective testing will improve your mapping. 

Having said all this, the available tool kit is less than ideal.
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•“Perfect tool”

Everyone has their perfect tool

If you put the phrase “perfect tool” into google all sorts of things come up.

The emphasis changes if you limit the search to Australian sites. Lots more faces in the 
search result.

Well my perfect tool is different.
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The non-existent 
perfect tool for 
ISOM compliance 
testing

• It works on the tablet I use in the field
• It does a full test of all permutations of 

minimum gaps (ie no false negatives)
• It has no false positives or exaggerated 

error counts.
• It can check only the area covered by 

the screen.
• The check marks are highly visible 

without obscuring the map.
• I can remove the check marks with a 

single button click.
• I can get a printable error report.

This is what I would like to see.

I am surprised that OCAD hasn’t produced a better tool.

I hope that the volunteer developers of OOM see the opportunity to steal a march on their 
commercial rival by providing an in field tool on the Android tablet version of OOM. [Given 
my problems with Surface, OCAD and blue tooth GPS, I am an android field checker].

I think when this tool arrives it will be the final step in ISOM17 implementation.
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